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vent sae, 

Many thanks for your letter ofethe 2d and the promotional promisee. 

I should also say tyre' hasty thanka because deadline work on the Bee appeal 
has to be laid aside for the very welcome job of nailing out books and letters. 

Jim laser actually borrowed the money to pa the printer after our expefieeee 
with a supposedly daring publisher who supposedly wanted to publish the book. That 
experience added to the long ones of ny past was more tWeueeenoughs 

I don t know what local papers you see, but in this came, for the first time 
at least in Beceat years, the wire services played the story straight, as did the 'fix 
Post. So snide cracks. In plain's the play SAS also heavy, as with the Sacramento Bee, 
which used sore than  40 camas inches of the AP story on the front page. 

On that Bostoa guegia've written than why I refuse to go. There are the crassest 
consercialleers who have done mo real work, aren't capable of it and after learning that 
they are deceiving the people and acknowledging it proceed to sell the same deceit. 
They care nothing about either work or truth. They care about the fortune they are 
ripeing of with iabrovisaittoss and exaegeratioas that VOR be quite exciting to those 
anxious for knowledge but do nisinfora. And to a degree that makes truth and fact seen 
tame and is effect a copout. If this is what Peen means, ra in accord. They SOT'S 
lee same purpose as the black books. Ibis makes whether or not they serve officially 
irrelevaet. There is, for example, a long list of reporters who were not paid in cash 
but served the CIA. Their reward was stories. Generally those the CIA wanted printed anywaY. 

If you ever revise your bibliography, I think it could be helpful all around 
if you could include where the work iA Still available, I think only from iob Cutler, 
Penn and ne„ the coat per volume. This would save such correspondence, time that caa 
be sleet better as other ways, and speed things up. 

Button hasn't distributed. Freee-Up since bbfore the sad of 1971. I have all extant 
copies and sell then for the listed price plus shipoine costs. 

And although you appear not to have learned of the evidence, RZIEUK 
1:thanglafgai:4 a black book. It was done by SDECE, probably with CIA help. I'd not 
be at all surprised if de Wesjoli, who worked for both, were not behind it. But the 
SDEOS question just isn't as question. It is fact. It is tailored to suit the tbiaking 
of people like Penn and Skolnick, which is, of course, the way the intelligence agencies 
vat. No point in writing what can't be believed at all, is there? 

Thanks for any help. With $6,00U to repay the bask, the stoney borrowed to pa$ the 
printer, plus the others costs plus the cost of the litigation, when *either 'is nor I 
have any regular income, the risk in this book is groat.. 	 e .One aloe touch: sone of thee  
reporters for the "straight* press, knowing this, have ptid for their copies. 

Beat regards, 


